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Levantine Arabic transcript: 

 
اBCDE"د ا/%.-"92، @?%*$>" &"/?(ن ا/<=(>; :.-9 8%7 أ5"س إ02ّ /.-"ن &%$ ,+*(، و&%$ آ"ن  :ا�ب

"ن 9O دور آ.*( /%VC"رة QR ;: S*Oل :(NO &*(وت إ/L50@ 9K وإ/9K ا0CH: ;: I%J2ح 8%7 ا/<"/F، وآ
 W8"X./ا "Y*O ق)[C& 9K/5">"ة إ�ا \O8=( وأ,.^ &"/?(ن ا/<=(>; ا[$ ا/](ا L5"C/2_ ا/?(ن ا

ا/]0Cdردة /ae ا/]=(ق ا/<(&0d/ ،9ر>" وا�ردن وا/<(اق وا/0JR 9O )*B< ": a.D 7C] b*%cط 
*%c%/ رة @:."ش(ة"V@ 9O 9 آ"ن->< ،bوت)*& NO): لQR ;: W[Y: g<h2ا). 

&<$>; &%.-"ن آ"ن 9O 2="ط ,  وا/ked ا/j$>$ة ا/%9 آ"g2 @(وح :; &*(وت /%="م و/%$اaR &"/]=(ق
eO"ن /.*(وت , p5N@ ": a.D آo*( &-0ك 9O ا/]-W?J ا/<(&*W, آ"ن 9O &-0ك :; ز:"ن, :9O)B و:"/9

*o9 آO)B: 9/": و/%.-"ن دورFY: ) , 0Jj< W?J-[/"& ث(>"ء�8]"ل وا�رج"ل ا ;: )*oوآ"ن آ
آ]"ن @?%$>" &"BCDE"د ا/%.-"92 آ"ن JD 9O"ع . وداFY>t &"/.-0ك ا/%.-"W*2 و>C<":%0ا :L ا/<"/QR ;: Fل

 b*%c/"& 9%/ا W*&)>/ء :; ا/$ول اhV/ "OQR ل$C>: 0اd?v 02 /.-"ن� W]"*d/ع ا"JD 0ي ه0يD
*O 9%/ا aRارةو&"/$ا)] )*oآ ;Y ,W80-C: )*oآ SC>*.vو ,y)XR 9 ج."لO ,0لY5 9O ,\v9 ش0اO ,

eO]"ن ا/hYV: 9->< . Wj<"d آW>*.v W*]"2 ;: "*>*.v ^*-: )*o و:-"SR و:-"z(ة /*0eن &%$ 5*"[9
 9O 0ا &%.-"نH*B*& 0اV*& 9 2"سO W<0Cش W]"*5 9O W*H*, W]"*5 9O 0رةJC:ن و"-.%& W[<$D "*.d2

*0V/hCا |9O 02 ث%0ج آ]"ن 8%7 ا/V."ل وa*%D آW?J-[/"& )*o ا/Y*O 9%" ج."ل وث%b و><-9 2"س &*0Vا &
b/h@ Iv"-: . ت"-*Cd/ا $j/ ن"-.%& )*o0رت آJ@ 9%/وا g2"ا/%9 آ W*5"5�8"ت ا"J?/ي ا$*YO

ا/hراW8 ا/%.-"W*2 آ"g2 :0ج0دة و/e; ><-9 802" :" ,+*(ة . وا/d.<*-"ت :; ا/?(ن ا/]"ض9
. :" آ"D g2"درة @-"pO &"5<"ره" ا/hرا8"ت &"/]-W?J و ا/<"/F أو ا/]0اد ا/+~اW*t ا/]0Cdردةو[0Bرة و

WثQت ا5"5" 8%7 802*; ثhرآ W*2"-.%/ا W8راh/"O ,S0اآH/ا/%9 ه*9 ا5"5" ا , )*oا/%9 آ W*2"-.%/ا WYآ"H/ا
S.*v ,آ"H/ح و8$د :; ا"HC/وا ;*C-[*%e/ي وا$-O�ت ا/.(@?"ن وا"*X[j/ا W,"RW*2"o/ا WY , ن آ"ن"-.%O

><-B< .. �>& 9O 9$ر /%]-W?J آ]"ن وش0ي &"/]0O �50CاآWY آ"ن >B$ر شW<0 ز>g ز>0Cن
WBBcC[/را8"ت اh/ت &%.-"ن |02 /.-"ن آ"ن , ا)Bj2ا )*oآ W*5"5�ا W*tرا8"ت ا/+~اh/ا ;e/و

9%j[/ج0 ا"C2ا ;: )*oe& _R5<"ر ار"& W*t0رد :0اد �~اCd< ,ع زرا"JD 9O ن"eO)*+, 98 ,
_BcC: ,99 ش& ": ,)*oد :" آ.*( آ"BCDE"& 0ا[V] p& .  

  
  

English translation: 

 
Dad:  The Lebanese economy, traditionally in the twentieth century, was built on the idea 
that Lebanon is a small country open to the world, in which trade played a large role 
through the Exchange that expanded and was launched in the middle of the nineteenth 
century.  In the twentieth century it became one of the main Exchanges through which 
goods passed that were exported to all of the Arab East – to Syria, Jordan, Iraq, even the 
Gulf – before there were direct lines to the Gulf.  There was an important transit trade to 
the Gulf through the Beirut Exchange.   
 
And the steel rails that used to go from Beirut to the East and inland. And then in 
Lebanon there was also economic, monetary, banking activity from a long time ago.  



Before a lot of the banks in the Arab world were created, Beirut had an important 
monetary, economic role.  A lot of the businessmen in the area put their assets in 
Lebanese banks and interacted with the world through Lebanese banks. 
 
The tourism sector has also been a traditionally strong part of the Lebanese economy 
because Lebanon has a mild climate, in contrast to most of the Arab countries in the Gulf 
and inland that are very hot.  Its nature is very diverse – there are green mountains, there 
are hills, there are beaches.  It’s very good from a nature standpoint and its landscapes 
and vistas are prepared and good for tourism.  Tourism is also relatively old in Lebanon.  
It’s developed – There is summer tourism, winter tourism.  Some people spend summer 
in Lebanon, some people ski, because there is snow in the mountains, and there are very 
few areas where there is snow in the mountains.  Ski areas.  These are the main sectors 
that were developed in Lebanon until the ‘60s and ‘70s of the last century.   
 
Lebanese agriculture was present, but was small and restricted and couldn’t compete with 
prices of produce in the region or in the world, or with imported foods.  So Lebanese 
agriculture focused mainly on two or three kinds that are mainly fruits.  Lebanese fruits 
are very good, especially citrus fruits – oranges, afandi oranges, clementines -- and 
apples.  And a few other kinds of fruits, too.  Lebanon used to export to the region and to 
the Mediterranean.  It used to export fruits, a little bit of olive oil.  It used to export some 
specialized agricultural products.  But the production of main food commodities has 
shrunk in Lebanon, because Lebanon imported food commodities at prices much cheaper 
than local production.  So there used to be a small, specialized agricultural sector, but its 
place in the economy is not very big.   
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